
Forty Nine Football North 
Kicking Sequences

1. Kick-off 
- If there are weather conditions in play, check for any weather modifiers.  

- Roll a D20, apply weather modifiers. Example; D20 roll would be reduced by 2 and 
length of the kick reduced by 3 yards. Return would have D20 reduced by 2 unless it 
is a rolls of 20, that what x20 means 
- Example; D20 roll is 16. Subtract 2 for weather. Kickoff column 14 (below) is a 
65yd kick, minus 3 = kick travels 62yds. ** CFL kickoffs are from 35. 
-See rules or quick charts for using a squib or onside kick

2. Kick-off return 
- If the kick travels into the end zone, 

receiving team decides if they want to 
give up a single point and take the ball 
at the 35 yard line, or to return the kick. 

- To return the kick; flip GAC (or check game board) to see if there is a Penalty or Fumble. Remember 
to apply these at the end of the play, see rules for further descriptions. 

- Roll a D20. Add weather modifiers. Using weather example above, a D20 roll is reduced by 2, unless 
the roll is a 20, then the modifier is not used, the 20 column is. 

- Example; D20 roll = 10, minus 2 results in an 8, which would be a 19 yard return 
- Use the Quick Chart to determine spot of foul if a blocking penalty happens on the play 

1. Punt 
- Check for any weather modifiers.  Decide if you want to punt to the corner 

to pin a team deep. If so, roll D20 and apply the 
results of Punt to Corner chart. 
- ** If a punt goes OB outside the 20, there is a 10 
yard penalty from the point it went OB 
- Roll a D20, apply weather modifiers. In the example 
card, a D20 roll would be reduced by 1 and length 
reduced by 3 yards. 

-  Eg: D20 = 16. Subtract 1 for weather. Column 
15 = 48 minus 3 yards means the punt 
travelled 45 yards.

2. Punt return 
- If the punt travels into the end zone, receiving team decides if they want to give up a single point 

and take the ball at the 35 yard line, or to return the punt. It can actually be punted out of the end 
zone but learn about that later. This can be used in the dying seconds of a game. 

- Use the Quick Chart if you want to let the punt roll 
- Punt return: Flip GAC to see if there is a penalty or fumble. Apply these at the end of the play 
- Roll a D20. Apply any modifiers from the weather chart. 
- Example; D20=10.  NC means not modifiers for the return which would be a 4 yard return.


